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Abstract - This technological era is raising new challenges 

towards the storage and management of data, that is getting 
more complex and imprecise with the evolution of utilization of 

computer engineering in most of the areas of society.  To 
confront the arising challenges, database researchers has 

introduced fuzzy object oriented databases, by blending the 
concepts of database management system, object oriented data 
modeling and fuzzy techniques.  This paper approaches to 

define and standardize the conceptual modeling for the fuzzy 
object oriented databases and recognize the scope of their 

application in the fields of science, engineering, agriculture, 
spatial, astronomical, environmental and medical sciences.   
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1. Introduction 
 

The rapid application of Computer Engineering and 

Information Technology in various fields are 

encouraging the researchers to enhance the remodeling 

approach of data in order to manipulate the database in a 

very efficient and convenient way with the inclusion of 

more complexity and impreciseness in data.  Classical 

data was well thought-out, as the collections of facts and 

statistics in concert, for the purpose of referencing and 
analyzing, and was being described by simple attributes. 

To enhance the classical data models and include the 

uncertainty and impreciseness in data, modern data types 

such as text files, documents, audio, video, spatial, 

temporal, astronomical data, medical and scientific 

research data, etc. have evolved the concept of Fuzzy 

Object Oriented Databases for the designing, storage and 

manipulation of such wide range of data types.   

  

Fuzzy object Oriented databases are encompassment of 

concepts of (1) Database techniques (2) Object Oriented 

Modeling (3) Fuzzy Set Theory, where database 

techniques include defining, manipulating and 

controlling of data in the database, modeling of the real 

world entities with characteristics and their behavior in 

the form of objects and methods is object oriented 

modeling, and the application of fuzzy set theory 

incorporates the modeling of impreciseness and 

uncertainty with the objects, to represent and  manipulate 

the complex imprecise data.  Expert system knowledge 

base, Geographical Information System, Video storage 

and retrieval, Temporal and Spatial databases, Office 

Automation, Network Management, Multimedia 

database, CASE (Computer Aided Software 

Engineering), etc. are some applications which use fuzzy 

and complex  information and require implementation of 

Fuzzy Object Databases.   Still the Fuzzy Object 

Oriented Database is lacking a formal definition in 

architecture design, definition of operational algebra and 

query language.    
  

Remainder of this paper is organized as the 2nd section 

presents various extensions of conceptual model for 

fuzzy object oriented databases, 3
rd

 section contains use 

of conceptual model of fuzzy object databases in different 

domains, and 4th section concludes the paper. 

 

2. Conceptual Modeling for Fuzzy Object 

Oriented Databases 
 

Database design is the process of producing a detail data 

model of a database.  The non-traditional applications 

focus on database models for modeling complex and 
uncertain information at the conceptual, logical, physical 

design levels of the   database design. Conceptual data 

models, including the ExIFO and ExIFO2 data models, 

the logical database models, including the extended NF2 

database model, and the fuzzy deductive object-oriented 

database model and physical models are the three levels 

of fuzzy object oriented database design. There have been 

few efforts at defining physical structures that 

accommodate fuzzy information.  

 

Fuzzy Conceptual Modeling: Conceptual data 

modeling is the first step of the top-down database 
development process and is performed during the 

analysis stage of the system development lifecycle [1].  It 

provides conceptual scheme of the data of the domain for 

which the database is going to be designed.  The 

interrelationship existing among data, kinds of entities 

involved, aggregation, associations and other related 

issues are represented in conceptual modeling [2].  A very 

comprehensive review on conceptual modeling of fuzzy 

object oriented database is presented in [3], with a 

effective summarization  and study in a classified 

manner, where classes are Fuzzy ER models, Fuzzy EER 
models, Fuzzy IFO model and Fuzzy UML data model. 
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Extension of conventional conceptual models to fuzzy 

techniques permits the representation and manipulation 

of imprecise and uncertain information at conceptual 

level, and can be characterized with five characteristics 

such as  

 

(i)  Fuzziness in level,  

(ii)  Fuzzy constraints,  
(iii) Representation of Fuzziness,  

(iv)  Graphical representation, and 

 (v)  Algebra/operations [3].   

 

Fuzzy ER Model is fuzzy extension of classical 

Entity-Relationship model and it includes fuzziness in 

attributes, entity and relationship all the three major 

components of ER model.  These components may have a 

membership degree to the ER model.  Fuzzy occurrences 

of entities and relationships and fuzzy values of attributes 

are also included in fuzzy entity relationship models.  

Fuzziness is represented through the probabilistic theory 

and operations are performed through the 

entity-relational algebra [4].   

 

ER model extended with the inclusion of fuzzy values in 

the attributes and a truth value associated with each 

relationship instance in [5] and special 

fuzzy-relationships such as same-object, subset-of and 

member-of are also proposed.  Advanced ER concepts 

such as subclass/super class, specialization/ 

generalization are proposed for fuzzy ER in [6] and a 

possibility distribution is defined for the each proposition 
truth value.  For the geo spatial data (GIS) a model is 

proposed in [7] that treats the data sets as a collection of 

fuzzy objects.   

 

Fuzzy EER Model: Enhance entity-relationship model or 

extended entity-relationship model is a conceptual data 

model that includes all the concepts of 

Entity-Relationship (ER) model and additionally includes 

the concepts of subclass, super class, specialization and 

generalization. Advanced applications such as 

CAD/CAM, CASE, and GIS etc. do not found the ER 

model sufficient for the representation of data of their 

domain, so that new concepts are included into the ER 

model and the picture of EER model came into existence 

with the idea of specialization/generalization, category 

and aggregation.  Fuzzy extensions of EER concepts are 

proposed by Chen [8].   

 

Some fuzzy constraints are studied in [9] and could be 

used in the FEER models, such fuzzy constraints are 

named as fuzzy participation constraint, fuzzy cardinality 

constraint, the fuzzy completeness constraint.  A Fuzzy 

extended entity-relational model introduced with three 
types of constraints for fuzzy relationships, where the 

constraints are inheritance constraint, the total 

participation constraint, and the cardinality constraint to 

model the imperfect, complex object conceptually [10].   

Fuzzy UML Data Model: Unified modeling language 

(UML) is a standardized, general-purpose modeling 

language, used to express information or knowledge of 

system in a structure that is defined by a consistent set of 

rules. The rules are used for interpretation of the meaning 

of components in the structure.  It includes a set of 

graphic notation techniques to make visual models of 

object-oriented software intensive systems and adopted 
by object management group (OMG).  Fuzzy extension of 

map or UML concepts such as association and 

dependency with the graphical representation is studied 

in [11].  The implementation and real world approach 

towards fuzzy-UML storage is studied and described in 

[12]. 

 

Fuzzy IFO Data Model:  IFO data model is a 

mathematically defined conceptual data model that 

incorporates the fundamental principles of semantic 

database modeling within a graph based framework [13]. 

IFO models extended to model object-oriented database 

modeling and design into a formal object model IFO2 in 

[14].  IFO and IFO2   models extended for the 

representation of imprecise and uncertain information 

such as the values without semantic representation, the 

values with semantic representation, and disjunctive 

meaning, values with semantic representation and 

conjunctive meaning, and the representation of uncertain 

information is incorporated into the attribute domain of 

the objet-based data model [15]. Different level of 

fuzziness is introduced into IFO model with the 

corresponding graphical representations in [16] and IFO 
data model is extended to fuzzy IFO data model and 

denoted IF2O with the attention on the fuzzification of 

objects and relationships, especially ISA relationships.  A 

formal approach to map a fuzzy IFO (IF2O) model to a 

fuzzy object-oriented database schema is proposed in 

[17].   Conceptual and logical data models IxIFO and NF
2
 

database model is presented in [18] and also described a 

mapping process to transform the conceptual schemas of 

the ExIFO model into the extended NF
2
 relations 

including uncertain properties that are presented in both 

models.  

 

Fuzzy semantic model (FSM) to handle fuzziness, 

uncertainty and imprecision of real-world at the attribute, 

entity and class levels is proposed in [19] with the 

principles and constructs and the ways to define the 

membership functions within all the constructs of FSM.  

Specification of FSM schema and a language to FSM is 

also proposed.  An extended graph-based fuzzy 

object-oriented data model is defined in [20] where the 

strength is expressed by linguistic qualifiers, associated 

with the instance relationship and an object of a class.  

Modeling of fuzzy classes and fuzzy class hierarchies are 
also described.   

 

3. Use of Fuzzy Object Oriented Databases 
 

3.1 Geographical Information Systems  
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Geographical Information System (GIS) widely process 

uncertain and complex data to reach conclusions. 

ExIFO2, a combination of IFO and ExIFO2 could be used 

as conceptual model for GIS. Two types of uncertainty 

are dealt with in the ExIFO2 model. It deals with two 

types of uncertainties, first in attribute level and second in 

object and class level. From the attribute level we mean 

the value of attribute lies in a range of data, it is not 
containing any single exact value [21]. The uncertainty in 

object and class level it show the partial membership. 

Two groups’ types are available in ExIFO2, (i) atomic 

types (abstract and free), (ii) complex types (aggregation, 

composition, collection, grouping, and union, fuzzy set, 

incomplete and null constructors). Graphical 

representation and a brief description of the related 

concepts of the ExIFO2 model are shown below. All types 

of the ExIFO2 model and constructors are shown 

graphically in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

 

Figure1. Fuzzy, Incomplete, Null, and Atomic Types 

 

 

A Geographical Information System generally consists of 
set of maps, which may include a set of geographic 

objects and modeled as abstract type with attributes name 

and scale [21].  

 

 
      Figure2. Complex Types 
 

 
 
              Figure3. Function types and ISA links 

 

ExIFO2 is useful in preserving the semantics of domain 

[21]. The ExIFO2 model could be used as a tool to 

preserve the strength of semantic approaches in the 

integration of object oriented model with the fuzziness 

[22]. Knowledge-intensive applications like Decision 

Support System (DSS), Expert Database Systems (EDS) 

etc. 

 

3.2 Fuzzy Databases for Multimedia   
 

An object oriented approach with the ability to handle 

fuzziness at the attribute, object/class and class/super 

class levels for the multimedia domain is defined in [23] 

for the news videos. The spatial and temporal relations 

among the data could also be represented with the help of 

conceptual modeling of fuzzy databases [23]. 

 

3.3 Fuzzy Ontology  
 

An approach to construct fuzzy ontology based on fuzzy 

EER model is proposed in [24] through two steps. The 

first one is creation of set of transformation rules and the 

second is transformation algorithm. 

 

3.3 Other Applications  
 

Fuzzy object oriented databases could be applied on other 

many areas of real world such as Astronomy, Expert 

systems, Bio Technology, Agriculture, Trajectory 

databases etc. with the help of conceptual design since 

conceptual modeling of database is always independent 

of technological implementations. 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

Requirement of imprecise and uncertain complex 

information by the new computer technology 

applications provides a new domain of research for the 

database researchers.  Application of fuzzy techniques on 

the database systems with object oriented modeling 

techniques on the database systems with object oriented 

modeling techniques evolved the concept of fuzzy 
object-oriented databases.  In this paper we have 

investigated and summarized the conceptual modeling of 

fuzzy object-oriented databases in various domains of 

real world. After investigating all such research works, 

we found that still lots of work are remaining to be done 

and the research area is open to work indefinitely.  
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